FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ZT Systems Announces Intel® Centrino® 2 processor technology-based Notebooks
Enabling Advanced Mobile Digital Entertainment and Productivity
Secaucus, NJ — July 14, 2008 — ZT Systems today launched notebooks powered by new Intel®
Centrino® 2 processor technology, bringing new levels of mobile entertainment, productivity and
portability to customers’ digital lifestyles. Featuring Intel’s advanced mobile technologies including Intel®
TM
Core 2 Duo processors, new ZT Systems notebooks powered by this technology offer improved energy
efficiency, increased performance, and enhanced wireless connectivity for users both at home and in the
workplace.
“These new ZT notebooks leverage the power of Intel Centrino® 2 processor technology to improve the
user’s experience in terms of wireless networking and battery life,” said Russell Carlisle, ZT Systems Vice
President of Marketing. “For our customers, this means improved Windows Vista performance, increased
productivity for small businesses, and an outstanding digital entertainment experience for home users, at
great prices and in stylish form factors.”
With Centrino®2 -based notebooks from ZT Systems, users can enjoy substantial advantages over
notebooks of previous generations. Better mobility is available with up to 5x wireless performance and up
to twice the previously achieved range with 802.11n technology. When enjoying digital entertainment or
giving presentations, users benefit from the clear, sharp video playback enabled by Intel Centrino® 2
technology. And for the extended battery life that’s critical to home users and business travelers alike,
Centrino® 2-based ZT notebooks employ a range of new features to improve energy efficiency.
A leading North American PC manufacturer, ZT Systems provides computing solutions incorporating
Intel’s new technologies to a range of customers at attractive prices. "The Intel® Centrino® 2 processor
technology featured in these new notebooks from ZT Systems is the premiere technology available in
today’s portable PCs," said Eric Thompson, Director, North America Channel and Distribution Sales &
Marketing at Intel. "Mobile users who choose these new notebooks will appreciate the unrivaled
performance of dual-core processing, plus enhanced freedom enabled by the advanced energy efficiency
features.."
Notebooks from ZT Systems featuring Intel Centrino® 2® processor technology will be available for order
beginning in late July 2008. To find out more about product availability and where to buy, visit
www.ZTSystems.com/centrino2.
About ZT Systems
ZT Systems is an established producer of high quality, innovative computer solutions, from sleek
notebooks and desktops to powerful servers. With fourteen years in business and a rapidly expanding
presence in the datacenter, ZT Systems provides a broad assortment of products designed for optimal
performance and efficiency at unbeatable prices. Whether you choose cost-effective ZT Reliant business
PCs and servers or ZT Affinity for home entertainment and productivity, ZT Systems makes finding smart
solutions easy. ZT Systems products are assembled and serviced with pride in the USA.
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